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Harvard’s James Kim Chats About the 

Reads for Summer Learning Program
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21st Challenges in Literacy

• The gap in reading skills between low- and 

middle-income children is large at school entry 

and expands during the elementary grades.

• By the start of high school, low-income 

students are nearly 5 years behind high-

income students in reading comprehension. 

• Although summer loss contributes to the SES 

gap in reading, recent large-scale center-

based summer reading programs have 

produced null effects on reading 

comprehension.
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How to Create Summer Bookworms: The Role of Engagement

in Summer Reading in 3 Studies of READS

1) 2008 (Kim & White) – Teacher and parent 

scaffolding to support engagement

2) 2013-14 (Kim et al., 2016) – Measuring 

engagement to study long-term effects of 

READS

3) 2015-16 (Kim et al. 2017)  – How teacher 

adaptations to an evidence-based summer 

literacy program can enhance engagement



Goals and Definitions

• Goals: The READS project mission is to 

improve reading comprehension by 

fostering children’s engagement with books 

over the summer.

• Definitions:  Children are “engaged” with 

books when they are motivated to read 

them on their own and read in ways that 

increase their reading comprehension.



The Theory Behind READS 

• We can remedy summer reading loss by : 
– Access to books at home;

– Books that are well-matched to each child’s reading level 

and interests; and  

– Comprehension routines (1) children learn in end-of-

year classroom lessons, and (2) transfer to home reading 

during the summer

• 2004 pilot experiment that found stronger 

effects in grades 3-5 (than G1-2)

• 2006 experiment (G4) found positive impact 

on ITBS. Do results replicate? Why did 

READS work?



Study 1: The role of teacher and parent 

scaffolding in fostering engagement

Matched Books Only Matched Books

Fluency

Matched Books

teacher scaffolding

and family support

Control

Experimental

Conditions:

students and teachers

Key questions

1. READS has many moving parts – which parts are the key levers of change? 

2. What is most effective and cost-effective for schools? 
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Study 1 results: Effects on ITBS
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Questions emerging after study 1

Questions

1. Are there long-term effects of READS?

2. And what if we change the comprehension routine? Do 

the results replicate at scale? 10



Block teachers and 
students by homeroom, 

and randomly assign to

Control READS Treatment 

59 Schools = 39 high poverty (75-100% FRL) and 20 moderate poverty (50-74% FRL)

6,383 Grade 2 and Grade 3 children began the study (2013); 463 homeroom teachers 

Study 2: Are there long-term effects of READS at 

scale



What are “content-oriented 

lessons”
• Use text structure to help children transfer 

comprehension routines from school texts 

to home texts in order to get the main idea 

(narrative example)
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Click, clack, moo
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Click, clack, moo, continued

All narrative texts have a story grammar:

• There are central characters, a setting, a problem, and a resolution.

• Help kids learn that every narrative text has a story grammar, and use that to figure 

out the main idea. 

• We’re going to provide clues about story grammar with every book!
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School lessons:

3-chapter Narrative text

• Before reading

– Words listed in the order 

they appear in text

– Words are anchored to 

narrative text structure 

(main character, setting)

– Make a prediction using the 

words

• During reading

– Teacher reads aloud, stops 

and asks literal and 

inferential questions

• After reading: check prediction15



School Lessons: 

3 Informational texts
• Text structure -

description
– Three types of 

informational books: 

books about animals, 

nature, or biography

– We’ll read about each 

type of book

– Authors focus on main 

idea in informational 

texts
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Home: Trifold w/ informational texts
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Bethany



School Activities Home Activities School-Based Reading Tests

Classroom lessons

Teacher-directed comprehension routines

 involving children and peers Proximal outcomes Distal outcomes

Increased Quantity and Quality Improved reading comprehension

of Summer Book Reading NC - EOG Test

School family literacy night

Teacher-directed comprehension routines

involving children and parents

Socioeconomic Status (SES) of Children's Neighborhoods, Schools, and Families

Program theory for READS with content 

focused comprehension lessons

Teacher-

child: Trifold

Teacher-

child-parent: 

Trifold

Child-book: 

Trifold

Key question

1. Is the trifold the likely lever for improving reading 

comprehension?
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Longitudinal Study Timeline
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Summer book trifolds returned 

• N = 3,174 (treatment group)

• Trifold returns 

– 0 returns (36%)

– 1 trifold (3%)

– 2-5 trifolds (28%)

– 6-10 trifolds (33%)

• Mean comp. items correct

– M = 7.50, SD = 7.92, Min = 0, Max = 30
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Main Research Question

• 9 months after the intervention, what is the 

impact of READS on reading comprehension, 

as measured by the North Carolina End-of-

Grade reading test (EOG-Grade 3 and 4)?
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Positive impact on broad comprehension
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Main effect is about 1 Month of learning (MOL)
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Most literacy intervention studies are 

black box evaluations

• It’s hard for educators to directly improve test 

score outcomes like the EOG Reading.

– What if we could find a lever that 1) promotes 

higher reading scores and 2) is easier for 

teachers to move

• Tri-fold  EOG?
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The Effect of Tri-folds on EOG 2014
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How do we bridge the research-practice divide?

• Experimental scientists

– replicate EBPs with fidelity: adaptation = infidelity

• Improvement scientists 

– adapt EBPs for local contexts: fidelity = inflexibility
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Fidelity and adaptation co-occur

Fidelity and 

adaptation are two 

dimensions of 

program 

implementation

What is this 

quadrant?

Experimental 

science - SREE

Improvement 

Science – Institute

For Health Care 

Improvement

(JAMA, 2008)
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Study 3: Can structured teacher adaptations 

enhance READS?

Block by  district, school 
poverty, reading scores

27 high-poverty schools 
in 7 North Carolina 

districts  

14 Core READS 
(Direct replication from 

previous study 2)

13 Adaptive READS
(structured teacher 

adaptations)
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N = 27 HP schools, 1,316 G4 students N = 96 G4 4 teachers, 27 school coordinators

Context = .35 SD below state average (working conditions), external mandates



Core READS

• Teachers participated in a 2-hour training 

in the spring, focused on how to 

implement READS lessons with fidelity

• Follow up support from implementation 

partner (CIS – Communities in Schools)

• Emphasized researcher knowledge (RCTs 

of READS)



Adaptive READS

• We drew on self-determination theory 

(Ryan & Deci, 2000)

– Designed activities to support teachers’ 

relatedness, competence, and autonomy



Adaptive READS

• Relatedness

– Teachers worked together in grade-level 

teams to address an improvement aim

• Competence

– Teachers learned about READS principles 

(researcher knowledge)

– Teachers’ practitioner knowledge was 

activated through discussion

• Autonomy

– Teachers developed additions/modifications 

to READS activities and procedures 



Adaptive READS teachers used more home 

grown solutions to family engagement 
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Fidelity of implementation: 

lessons and family night
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Survey of summer reading 

(measuring the “will” to read)
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Does Adaptive READS improve access 

to appropriately challenging books?
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Does Adaptive READS improves 

broad comprehension outcomes?
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1) Reading engagement is critical! 

1) Children are “engaged” with books when they 

are motivated to read them on their own and 

read in ways that increase their reading 

comprehension.

2) What kinds of tools / reading activities can 

practitioners develop to foster reading 

engagement at home (Slide 7 and 17)?

2) Summer loss is cumulative so we need long-

term solutions in high poverty schools

1) Y1 Core READS Y2 Adaptive READS 38

Over 10 years of research, what lessons did we 

learn?



Thanks

• Questions 

• @ProfJimmyKim



You can find the papers on my 

website below
http://scholar.harvard.edu/jameskim/publications

• Kim JS, Burkhauser MA, Quinn DM, Guryan J, Kingston HC, Aleman K 

(2017). Effectiveness of structured teacher adaptations to an 

evidence-based summer literacy program. Reading Research 

Quarterly. Forthcoming.

• Kim JS, Guryan J, White TG, Quinn DM, Capotosto L, Kingston HC 

(2016). Delayed effects of a low-cost and large-scale summer 

reading intervention on elementary school children's reading 

comprehension. Journal of Research on Educational Effectiveness, 

9:sup1: 1-22.

• Kim JS, White TG (2008). Scaffolding voluntary summer reading for 

children in grades 3 to 5: An experimental study. Scientific Studies 

of Reading, 12 (1) :1-23.

http://scholar.harvard.edu/jameskim/publications
http://scholar.harvard.edu/jameskim/publications/effectiveness-structured-teacher-adaptations-evidence-based-summer-literacy
http://scholar.harvard.edu/jameskim/publications/delayed-effects-low-cost-and-large-scale-summer-reading-intervention
http://scholar.harvard.edu/jameskim/publications/scaffolding-voluntary-summer-reading-children-grades-3-5-experimental-study

